
2.0 PHONOLOGY

In the following description the phonetic symbols of K. L.

Pike's Phonmlc* (1947) are used. A subscript tie links simultaneous

segments (tj>), stress is marked with an acute '.'(') over the vowel, and

vowel length is marked by doubling the vowel symbol.

2.1 Vocalic Segments

The following examples illustrate the range of vowel sounds

heard in Yeletnye.

[kuu]



2.2 Suprasegmental Features

2.21 Stxu*

Word stress appears to be predictable, and consists of loudness

and slight rise in pitch on the stressed syllable. It falls on the

first syllable of the unaffixed phonological word, which is tentative-

ly defined as a stretch of speech containing one and only one stressed

syllable.

[q6rio]

CM£ne]

[ytfPuto]

[p£i>«maa]

star

house

fish type

she bore a child

sweet potato

fly

[a-kee]

[ka-t66]

my arm

he is sitting

[ka-Q5lo] he is weeding

The stress pattern of reduplicated words is the same as for two

phonological words, but with a heavier stress on the first part.

[t£oat6ga] difficult

[k£dek£de] slowly

Stress patterns in longer words have not been studied fully, but

no contrast ive stress patterns have been observed. Similarly, no evi-

dence has been found for contrastive pitch.

2.22 Vouitl Length

The following words illustrate contrastive vowel length.

[ma] male [maa] tomorrow

C tajD green parrot [taja}] betel nut

[no] nose [nuu] who?

[k*g«] orchid [kWkee] hot

2i23 Nasalization oi VoutU

The contrast is shown as follows.

[taa] bush knife [t^a] slime

[kaa] picture, shadow [kaa] house stump

[nuu] throat [nw] who?

[maa] tomorrow [maa] low tide

[pi] person [M] banana

[ly»ee] octopus [kp«] boy



2.3 Consonantal Phonemes

The following minimal set of consonantal phonemes is tentatively

asserted. Additional prosodic features of labialization, palataliza-

tion, prenasalizing, nasal release, and simultaneous bilabial closure

are described in Sections 2.H to 2.7.
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[p* t, k] series and the [mb, nd, qg] series seems to be prenasallzing

rather than voicing.

2.4 Labialization and Palatalization

These contrastive features are illustrated as follows.

CkA]
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2.8 Consonant-Vowel Patterns

Most Yeletnye words begin with a consonant and end with a vowel*

as can be seen from the examples already given. Exceptions are illus-

trated as follows.

[a-k44] my arm

[Ane-t^bo] I'm cutting it

'[a-'p(f] he poured

[a-1A] here

[inte] when?

[kam] new

[Vyam] black palm

[mepw5ko] family

[leekQ] let's go (dual)

Only [m J and [knj have been found in word final position.

Syllable patterns include V and CV, their counterparts VC and

CVC closed by [m] and [ko], and possibly others, depending on the in-

terpretation placed upon the complex consonants. If the consonants

are regarded as complex units, many phonemes will result, but few syl-

lable patterns. If the consonants are interpreted as clusters of

phonemes, more complex syllable patterns will ensue, but the number of

phonemes will not be greatly increased. The solution favoured at

present is to follow the approach suggested by J. Bendor-Samuel (I960)

and to extract labialization, palatalization, prenasalization, nasal

release, and simultaneous bilabial closure first as prosodies which

can accompany the phonemes posited in Section 3.3. The resulting syl-

lable patterns would be simple. Further work is required, of course,

before the most suitable solution can be decided upon.
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